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Two-Michelin-Star Portuguese Epicurean
By Kelly Villasuso

Chef Avillez has risen to the top of the Portuguese culinary scene,
bringing with him national and international accolades. From two
Michelin stars, to “Boa Cama Boa Mesa” Platinum and Gold Forks,
and Repsol Suns, to 2016 Best International Restaurant (Condé

Nast Traveller International) and one of the world’s best restaurants
(Restaurant magazine; 85th in 2017), it seems this charismatic,
innovative super chef is just getting started.
After having the opportunity to experience Chef Avillez’s bravura
at Belcanto — from the Elderini (a martini made with elderflower
liquor and a “green olive” filled with a chocolate and cumin core),
Azorean tuna “bouquet,” and the Portuguese pot-au-feu, straight
through to the strawberries, lychees, roses and yuzu — one can
only imagine what he will conceive of next.
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A

s Portugal adjusts to its ever-growing popularity, chefs throughout the country look for
ways to keep step not only with the influx of
global gastronomes, but with the changing
tastes of the locals, too — all while preserving and honoring Portugal’s deep-rooted,
diverse culinary culture. Leading this charge is Chef José Avillez.

I interviewed Chef Avillez to get a glimpse of the man behind the
Portuguese culinary wizardry.
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International Opulence: Name one of the iconic dishes you believe
helped distinguish you as a chef.
Chef Avillez: If I had to choose one, [it would be] ...”Dip in the Sea”, a dish
from Belcanto with sea bass, seaweed and shellfish. I grew up in Cascais
by the sea, surrounded by pinewoods. The memory of being that close
to the sea is very strong and it really is a part of me, it defines me.
The creative process is complex, because everything influences
me: the past, the present, my travels, the people, the landscape…
along with my inner world. Usually, I make these creations mentally and I only execute them later. It’s a mental process. When I put
them into effect, the dish is already 90 percent created.
Portuguese cuisine is tremendously rich and varied, but if I had to
make just one suggestion, I would recommend our fish and shellfish.
For me, it’s the best in the world. Our shore’s cold water makes its flavor
and texture extraordinary.
Mandarin
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International Opulence: When did you develop your passion for cooking?
Chef Avillez: I have had a passion for food ever since I was a child.
Really it was more of a passion for eating. I started cooking at 7. My
sister and I baked cakes that we would sell to our family, friends
and neighbors. We didn’t measure the ingredients, but the cakes
came out fine.
International Opulence: Who do you feel made the most significant
impression on you as a cook? As a chef? As a person?
Chef Avillez: My mentors: Maria de Lourdes Modesto, the most
important Portuguese author on Traditional Portuguese
Cuisine; José Bento dos Santos, the most important Portuguese gastronome; all the great chefs I have worked with and learned from,
including my training at Alain Ducasse’s school; my internships in Eric
Fréchon’s kitchen at the Bristol Hotel and at Fortaleza do Guincho under Antoine Westerman; and Ferran Adrià at El
Bulli. Ferran Adrià had a life-changing role in my
career and in my life.

www.belcanto.pt/EN
www.joseavillez.pt

“The creative process
is complex, because
everything influences me:
the past, the present,
my travels, the people,
the landscape…
along with my inner world.”
– Chef José Avillez

A gastronomic experience is made up of several
details: a passionate team, high-quality
products, the accurate technique, excellent service and the right atmosphere,
along with the meal’s rhythm, its temperature and textures.
The drive to innovate comes from
my passion for food and from the
joy I feel by surprising others.
Dip in the Sea
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By Kelly Villasuso

As the crown jewel of Portugal, Sintra has
more royal abodes per square mile than any
other place in Europe — and has UNESCO
world heritage status to prove it.

Lisbon

Arturo was a lowly Portuguese fisherman who
fell in love with the governor’s daughter,
Kata-rina. When the governor found out, he
ban-ished Arturo from his beautiful, beloved
Por-tugal. Before going out to sea, Arturo
pledged to Katarina he would return and
would notify her with three blasts of the ship’s
horn.
One cold and foggy night a year later, Arturo
sailed into the territory and sounded his horn
three times. After hearing his call,
Katarina dove from the rocks into the water
below. Ar-turo yelled from the ship,
“Katarina,
Katarina”
and
Katarina
responded, “Arturo.” He could not see
Katarina through the dense fog, so Ar-turo
dove into the icy sea to find her.
Legend has it that they both drown, meeting
at the ocean’s floor to be together forever.

(shared on page 26) in The Contemporary
Renaissance of Port Wine.

This tragically beautiful tale kept me wondering about this small country (just slightly bigger than the state of Maine) for decades. With Portugal now on every “mustgo” travel list in global media, I finally got
my chance to experience the home of the
leg-endary Arturo and Katarina and
traverse through three of its seven
diverse regions — Lisbon/Sintra, the
Algarve, and Porto

As the older sibling of Rome by 400 years,
Lisbon clearly has had practice being the
global “it” city. Lisbon effortlessly introduced me to a few of its many faces: The
“City of Seven Hills” as I climbed the calçada
portuguesa (hand-laid mosaic stone) walkways throughout Lisbon, taking in the old,
the new, and a rooster or two; the “Queen

Palácio Nacional Pena de Sintra, Portugal

of the Sea” as she reigned over the Atlantic
Ocean and Tagus River, making unique fish
and seafood, such as sardines, Pato clams,
and Gooseneck barnacles, delectably accessible to me; and the “City of the Light” as
the long summer days ushered in gorgeous
sunsets over the city’s brilliant waters. No
matter which face Lisbon unveiled for me, I
fell for it much like Arturo did Katarina.

Lisbon

Discoveries to Experience in Lisbon:
• Visit Cais da Favorita, a sailboat-turnedbar with sling-back chairs to relax at the
river’s edge while sipping on port under
the bril-liant Portuguese sun.

Visit Cais da Favorita, a sailboat-turned-bar with sling-back chairs to relax at the river’s edge
while sipping on port under the brilliant Portuguese sun.

• Take in the most spectacular views from
the coolest rooftop bar at one of the finest
hotels in Lisbon: The Sky Bar at the beautifully renovated Tivoli Avenida Liberdade Lisboa
Hotel. Ask for the signature Portuguese
Sour, garnished with a tiny Szechuan
Button (also known as buzz button, ting
flower, and electric daisy). Between the
drink and the view,

your night will be electrifying … only to be
amped up by Tivoli’s Cervejaria Liberdade
restaurant’s Clams Bulhão Pato and Arroz
de Lavagante (European Lobster Rice).

Sintra
After Lisbon, we set out for the mountain
town of Sintra, about 20 miles — yet a world
— away. We were awestruck by the majestic Palácio Nacional de Sintra, the Palácio e
Quinta da Regaleira, and the spectacular Palácio Nacional da Pena, as we inched toward
our hotel, Tivoli Palácio de Seteais.
Had we not had four wheels on the ground,
I might have thought we had driven
straight into the pages of a fairytale. Manicured lawns and gardens rolled out toward
a mélange of flora in every direction, only
interrupted by yet another breathtaking
palace. As the crown jewel of Portugal, Sintra has more royal abodes per square mile
than any other place in Europe — and has
UNESCO world heritage status to prove it.
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Arturo and Katarina:

When the sea hits the rocky shores and the
spray rises, it is said to be Arturo and Katarina
making love.
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N

early three decades
ago, while watching
the movie Overboard,
I became captivated
by a love story about
a Portuguese couple,

Interior of Tivoli Palácio de Seteais

Pillement Room at Tivoli Palácio de Seteais

As we entered the grounds of Palácio
de Seteais, our role in this fairytale world
crystallized. In a matter of miles, we had
magically transformed into a prince
and princess. The “most beautiful place in
Portugal” (stated the king of fairytales
himself, Hans Christian Anderson, about
Sintra) was where one could write their
own romantic legend … with a happy ending.

The humid breezes blew through the car
window as we descended on our hotel,
Anantara Vilamoura, bringing promise of
sun-soaked hours (of which the Algarve
has nearly 3,000 hours each year) lounging
oceanside or by the pool — much needed
after the bustle of Lisbon and our royal appearances in Sintra.
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Discoveries to Experience in Sintra:
• Visit the neighboring palaces, Seteais or
Palácio de Monserrate, by way of horse
and carriage for an authentic and
romantic ad-venture.

Algarve
After Sintra, we set out on a three-plushour drive to Vilamoura in the Algarve region. As we headed south, the landscape
of Portugal changed yet again, taking on
a balmy, tropical feel. The Algarve rolled
out a proverbial royal carpet of almond, fig,
and orange trees, among other Algarviangrown treasures.
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Never did I feel closer to the soul of the
Portuguese fisherman, Arturo, than in the
Algarve, where fish and seafood are the culinary star, and to the noble soul of Katarina
as I fell in love with the authentic Algarvian
hospitality (and wine (particularly from
the Negra Mole grape grown exclusively
in the Algarve, which produces a
beautiful wine like Pinot Noir).
Discoveries to Experience in Algarve:
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• Spend the morning shopping in Loulé,
a traditional Portuguese market town in
the Algarve, with a local chef.
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Call today at 843.237.9903 or
Kelly@premiertravelsc.com.

